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PRESERVATION &  
REHABILITATION GUIDELINES

The legacy of the National Road is found in those features that have survived to the present day— whether 
they are buildings or roadway elements that remain in isolated settings or collections of buildings that 
form distinct historic groupings. By preserving and rehabilitating these properties, we ensure that the 
historic qualities of this All-American Road National Scenic Byway are maintained. 

The guidelines for preservation and rehabilitation that follow are based upon the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, ten standards that give sound advice for the appropriate 
rehabilitation of older and historic properties. The guidelines are organized by building component, since 
rehabilitation projects often take place in stages because of both budget and time. Roofs, masonry walls, 
siding and trim, porches, windows and doors are all discussed. Guidance begins with recommendations 
for maintenance, probably the most important individual action that will preserve the National Road’s 
historic properties for the future. Further information on any topic can be found by checking into the 
references listed in the Bibliography.

The Swaney House, the 1846 home of blacksmith William Swaney located in the historic pike town of Morristown, was donated to the Building Preservation 
& Restoration program at Belmont Technical College in 1990, and has since been the site of a student operated restoration. Past classes have stabilized the 
foundation, restored window sashes and gutters, re-pointed interior and exterior masonry and constructed an addition to incorporate the modern functions of 
the house. Future classes look forward to plastering the walls and ceilings; installing electrical, plumbing and mechanical systems; reinstalling and refinishing 
floors, trim and doors; and redecorating the interior.
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CHOOSING A TREATMENT  
FOR HISTORIC PROPERTIES

The approach taken in addressing an older or historic building can differ  
depending upon your goals. Some technical definitions of different treatments  
will be useful in gaining an understanding of what preservation and rehabilitation 
is all about. The four primary treatments identified in the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties are defined this way: 

Preservation is defined as taking actions that are needed to sustain the 
existing form, integrity, and materials of an older or historic property. This work can 
include measures to protect and stabilize a property, keeping it safe from collapse 
or further deterioration. Preservation often refers to the ongoing maintenance and 
repair of historic materials and features rather than extensive replacement and 
new construction. It can include sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical and 
plumbing systems and other code-related work to make the building functional. 

rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a 
compatible or continued use for a property through repair, alteration, or additions 
while preserving those portions or features of the building that convey its 
historical, artistic or cultural values. 

restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the 
form, features, and character of a property as it appeared at a particular period 
of time by means of the removal of features from other periods in its history 
and reconstruction of missing features from the restoration period. The limited 
and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems and 
other code-required work to make properties functional is appropriate within a 
restoration project. 

reconstruction is defined as the act or process of depicting, through 
new construction, the exact form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving 
site, landscape, building, structure, or object for the purpose of replicating its 
appearance at a specific period of time and in its historic location. 

The Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards 
for Rehabilitation

A property shall be used for its historic 
purpose or be placed in a new use 
that requires minimal change to the 
defining characteristics of the building 
and its site and environment. 

The historic character of a property 
shall be retained and preserved. 
The removal of historic materials 
or alteration of features and spaces 
that characterize a property shall be 
avoided. 

Each property shall be recognized as 
a physical record of its time, place 
and use. Changes that create a false 
sense of historical development, 
such as adding conjectural features 
or architectural elements from other 
buildings, shall not be undertaken. 

Most properties change over time; 
those changes that have acquired 
historic significance in their own right 
shall be retained and preserved. 

Distinctive features, finishes, and 
construction techniques or examples 
of craftsmanship that characterize a 
property shall be preserved. 

Deteriorated historic features shall be 
repaired rather than replaced. Where 
the severity of deterioration requires 
replacement of a distinctive feature, 
the new feature shall match the old 
in design, color, texture, and other 
visual qualities and, where possible, 
materials. Replacement of missing 
features shall be substantiated by 
documentary, physical, or pictorial 
evidence. 

Chemical or physical treatments, 
such as sandblasting, that cause 
damage to historic materials shall 
not be used. The surface cleaning 
of structures, if appropriate, shall be 
undertaken using the gentlest means 
possible. 

Significant archaeological resources 
affected by a project shall be protected 
and preserved. If such resources must 
be disturbed, mitigation measures 
shall be undertaken. 

New additions, exterior alterations, 
or related new construction shall 
not destroy historic materials that 
characterize the property. The new 
work shall be differentiated from 
the old and shall be compatible 
with the massing, size, scale, and 
architectural features to protect the 
historic integrity of the property and 
its environment. 

New additions and adjacent or 
related new construction shall be 
undertaken in such a manner that if 
removed in the future, the essential 
form and integrity of the historic 
property and its environment would 
be unimpaired. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 
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SET GOALS FOR PRESERVATION

How can the historic buildings, features, and settings that exist along the National 
Road be protected, enhanced and managed for the future? Following are some 
general recommendations that can be used to guide historic preservation efforts 
all along the corridor, with references to tools and techniques that can be applied  
to the various goals. Please see Tools and Resources for the Road beginning on page 149 
for information about the tools that are mentioned.

PRESERVE AND PROTECT

1. identify and give value to the special historic properties that 
characterize the national road in your area. 

 Use the Community Character Checklist on pages 37–39 to identify 
those elements that give historic character to your particular segment 
of the road. Check the National Road/U.S. 40 Historic Properties Inventory 
in Ohio (see the Bibliography) to see what properties are recorded in your 
area. Conduct research and document additional properties on Ohio 
Historic Inventory forms. 

2. stabilize endangered historic properties. Take steps to protect those 
properties that are in extreme states of deterioration. Work with  
owners to evaluate sources of funding and assistance that might  
be tapped; explore the potential sale of the building to others who  
would preserve it. For important landmarks, contact statewide advocacy 
groups like the Ohio National Road Association, Heritage Ohio or 
Preservation Ohio for assistance. 

3. explore “mothballing” historic buildings while planning for the future 
or raising funds. Mothballing is the process of closing up a building 
temporarily to protect it from the weather and vandalism. (See Preservation 
Brief 31: Mothballing Historic Buildings.)

4. Develop a cyclical maintenance plan for buildings and structures. 
Encourage property owners to take a critical look at building maintenance. 
Conduct educational training for owners and contractors. If zoning is in 
place, consider a minimum maintenance ordinance.

5. Protect architectural character through adoption of sensitive 
preservation guidelines. Prepare voluntary design guidelines (using 
the Design Handbook as a start) and distribute to property owners and 
community leaders as an educational tool. If zoning is in place, consider 
design review legislation. (See Manage Change, page 51.) 

6. Promote stewardship of important national road properties. 
 Seek long-term protection of those special, irreplaceable resources that 

define the character of the road, including both roadway elements and 
buildings. (See Pennsylvania House case history on page 50.) Encourage 
units of government and other institutions to be good stewards of 
properties under their jurisdiction. Promote the use of preservation 
easements to protect historic property. Consider National Register listing 
to provide incentives for owners to rehabilitate historic properties. 
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ENHANCE PRESENT VALUE
1. Work to expose hidden historic features. Reclaim original features that 

may have been neglected or covered up over time. Especially encourage the 
removal of artificial siding from historic buildings, and discourage any new 
applications as this material reduces historic value. 

2. Make low-cost improvements that will enhance appearance and 
property value. Encourage the use of paint color, awnings and landscaping 
where appropriate to improve the appearance of a historic building. A fresh 
coat of paint, in particular, can do wonders for the appeal and perceived 
value of an older building. 

3. undertake appropriate renovation to make vacant buildings useful 
again. Focus on finding a new use for buildings that may no longer be 
suitable for their intended purpose. Follow the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation when renovating, ensuring that historic 
character is enhanced in the process. Use the Investment Tax Credit 
program (10% or 20%) as an incentive for a substantial rehabilitation for 
income-producing properties. 

4. Keep the road corridor authentic. Don’t spend time or money attempting 
to create a false appearance by adding “historic” features that never 
existed. It is more economical and authentic to retain and repair as  
much of the original building or roadway feature that exists.  
Where features are missing, look to old photographs and other physical 
evidence to guide you. 

THE PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE: STEWARDSHIP OF HISTORIC PROPERTIES
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO 

One of the great historic inns on the National Road is the Pennsylvania House, built in 1839 to the west of 
Springfield (now located within the city boundaries). The story of the inn’s preservation and rehabilitation 
is a story of stewardship. 

Pennsylvania House thrived during the heyday of the National Road, 
but then declined over several decades and was finally condemned 
in 1937. The story might have ended there but for the efforts of the 
Lagonda Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR), 
which purchased the building and took an interest in its preservation. 
The Pennsylvania House opened to the public as a museum in 1941. 
Under the stewardship of the DAR, the building has been maintained 
and rehabilitated under different building and improvement campaigns. 
Most recently, the DAR received grant monies to complete a Historic 
Structures Report and undertake a major rehabilitation that included 
structural stabilization, roof replacement, and paint removal from the 
exterior brick (see photos). Major grant funds were provided by Save 
America’s Treasures program through the National Park Service and the 
local H.M. Turner Foundation. 

The Pennsylvania House Museum 
 1311 West Main Street, Springfield, Ohio 45504. from the design file

BEFORE

AFTER
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MANAGE CHANGE 
1. consider developing a Preservation Plan to identify steps and guide 

community actions. Such a plan will identify important elements of 
community character that should be preserved, and steps to take to achieve 
that goal. Having this tool ready helps avoid the “11th Hour” syndrome 
that some preservationists find themselves in when faced with a historic 
building demolition or other threat. 

2. use design guidelines to provide direction for rehabilitation and 
new construction. In addition to encouraging sensitive rehabilitation, 
guidelines for new design (such as additions to buildings or infill in historic 
areas) can help to preserve the overall character of an area. 

3. consider local historic district or conservation district designation. In 
areas where zoning exists, the most effective way to manage change is to 
enact a local ordinance creating a process of design review. See Tools and 
Resources for the Road for how-to information on creating historic districts 
or conservation districts, beginning on page 149. 

CREATE AwARENESS/ 
PROMOTE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

1. consider educational programs that raise awareness about the 
national road, local history and local architecture. Work with local 
libraries, schools, units of government and community organizations to 
keep the history of the National Road and U.S. 40 alive.

2. seek to interpret the historic archaeological elements of the road 
by placing markers or descriptive signage at appropriate locations. 
Historic archaeology deals with the remnants and in-ground evidence of 
buildings and places that once existed. Interpretation is needed to bring 
these resources to the fore, since they are not obvious to a typical observer. 
One such effort underway is interpretation of the story of Tadmor, a pike 
town village that no longer exists in western Ohio (see Tadmor case history 
on page 146). 

3. identify sources of funding and helpful programs that can facilitate 
heritage tourism and economic development. Take advantage of support 
and funding provided through the Ohio and National scenic byway 
programs to create awareness of historic resources and promote economic 
development. Preserve America is one of the newest programs designed to 
support and encourage heritage education and interpretation initiatives. 
The Main Street program is a proven tool for commercial area revitalization. 
See Tools and Resources for the Road for further information.

4. take advantage of economic tools to encourage appropriate 
rehabilitation and investment. While sources are limited, be aware of 
those programs that can be used to encourage building rehabilitation, 
such as the Historic Tax Credit program and the competitive downtown 
revitalization program. See Tools and Resources for the Road for further 
information. 

Adopting Guidelines
In addition to the Historic National 
Road Design Handbook, communities 
along the scenic byway corridor can 
adopt preservation design guidelines 
written specifically for their town or 
historic neighborhood. Examples 
shown are for the Columbus Register 
of Historic Places and three historic 
Zanesville neighborhoods. Guidelines 
can be adopted officially as part 
of an ordinance, or can be strictly 
voluntary. They serve an important 
educational purpose by raising local 
awareness about the significance 
and historic character of an area. 
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PRACTICE GOOD MAINTENANCE 

One of the greatest threats to the historic character of the National Road  
corridor is deterioration of older and historic properties along the route.  
If neglected, any building—regardless of age—will begin to show signs of 
decline and instability. We are all familiar with the outward signs of neglect, 
including missing shingles, leaky gutters and broken downspouts, deteriorated 
brick, peeling paint, or rotted wood. Left untreated, these problems can lead to 
structural or foundation damage that can be expensive to repair or, even worse, 
can result in the loss of the property. 

The best way to stay alert to your building’s condition and the need for 
repairs is to inspect it on a regular basis. A good maintenance program 
will keep the building’s elements in good working order so that each can  
function to shed water and maintain structural stability.

 
GOALS OF CyCLICAL MAINTENANCE

 1. Establish a regular maintenance routine. Identify calendar months in 
which inspection and repairs will occur. 

2. Identify problems early. Regular inspection will help you to see where 
deterioration is occurring and take steps before it is too late. 

3. Establish priorities for investment. If there are limited funds for repair, the 
inspection will help you determine where to concentrate your repairs. 

4. Keep water out and moisture away from the building. Always seek to 
identify the source of water getting into the building and solve that 
problem before making other repairs. 

Deterioration of historic properties is a real threat to the character of the byway. One of the historic brick buildings from the 
heyday of the National Road, this c. 1826 building in Brownsville, Licking County, was demolished in 2005.

What are 
Preservation 
Briefs?
These are easy-to-read publications 
that provide technical guidance 
on topics ranging from awnings to 
wooden windows, and from historic 
barns to slate roofs. Published by 
the National Park Service, the 
Briefs are available on line at  
www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps or by calling 
toll-free 866-512-1800.Each Brief is 
given a number, and many of these 
are referenced in the Preservation 
Guidelines that follow. For a complete 
list of Preservation Brief topics, please 
see the Bibliography. 
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GUTTERS & DOwNSPOUTS
Clogs (watch during a heavy rain)

Loose or sagging gutters, or gutters sloped the 
wrong way (should slope toward the downspout) 
Broken seams in gutters or downspouts
Downspouts broken off at the foundation 

ROOF
Missing slates, shingles or tiles 
Tears, holes or blisters in the roof materials
Split seams or rust on metal roofs
Sagging ridge line
Flashing pulled away or missing  
at ridges and valleys 

MASONRy
Loose or missing mortar 
Cracks in the masonry or mortar joints 
Growth of moss or green stain on masonry 
(moisture problem)

Blistering or peeling paint (moisture problem)

Bulging walls (structural problem) 

ExTERIOR wOOD SIDING AND TRIM
Blistering and peeling paint 
Growth of moss or green stain on wood 
(moisture problem)

Cracks or warps in wood boards
Rotted wood (Probe the wood with a sharp 
instrument like a pocketknife or pick—the wood 
should resist penetration; if it crumbles then damage 
has occurred.) 

wINDOwS AND DOORS
Cracks in caulking around window  
and door frames
Loose panes of glass or gaps in glazing putty 
Broken sash cords or other hardware
Cracks, warps or decayed wood in  
window sash or frame
Cracks, decayed wood or warps  
in exterior doors















































ORNAMENTATION
Blistering, cracking or peeling paint 
Excessive layers of paint which obscure features
Cracks, dents, hollows or missing pieces
Rust, corrosion or holes in metal 
Chipped plaster, terra cotta or stone 

Deteriorated wood 
 
PORCHES 

Wood floor boards that buckle or are rotted 
(tongue and groove porch flooring is particularly 
susceptible to water penetration)

Decay at base of wood columns 
Damp or musty smell caused by lack of 
ventilation beneath the porch
Stained or deteriorated ceiling  
(roof leaks or porch is pulling away) 

 
STOREFRONTS

Deteriorated wood, metal,  
brick or stone materials
Blistering, cracking or peeling paint
Broken glass in windows, doors and transoms

Missing features 

FOUNDATION
Cracks in foundation wall  
(watch over several months to see if it is active)

Tilting or leaning foundation walls
Loose or crumbling mortar
Growth of moss or green stain (moisture problem)

Wet or damp basements  
(poor foundation drainage) 







































An excellent resource 
about rehabilitation 
of older and historic 
buildings is The Old-
Building Owner’s Manual 
by Judith L. Kitchen, 
published by the Ohio 
Historical Society. 
The pullout “Building 
Inspection Guide” can 
be taken with you to 
evaluate the building’s 
condition. Available 
from the Ohio Historical 
Society.

an insPection checKlist: What to looK For 

EVERY 3 MONTHS

EVERY 6 MONTHS

EVERY 12 MONTHS
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ROOFS
 
A weather-tight roof is essential to the preservation of a building because it 
performs the critical task of shedding water and providing protection from outside 
elements. A properly working roof and gutter/downspout system is a building’s 
best defense against the damaging effects of water. The roof is also very important 
to the architectural character and style of the building, including its materials, 
shape and special features.

Historic Roofing Materials
Wood shingles were used on buildings during the National Road’s early 
period, but they had a short life span and were often replaced with fire-
resistant slate and metal roofs. 

Slate was commonly used in 19th and early 20th century Ohio. Both 
attractive and durable, it has a life expectancy of 100 years or more. Most 
buildings used slate shingles with a rectangular shape, although the fish-
scale pattern was also used during the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

Clay tile became popular in the late 19th century, and was a favorite for 
Craftsman houses, Revival style buildings, and 20th century auto-related 
buildings such as gas stations. 

Sheet metal is another durable 19th century material that regained 
popularity during the 1920s. Standing-seam sheet metal roofs are 
commonly found in rural areas of the corridor. While not as common, 
metal shingles can also be seen on some farmhouses of the 19th and early 
20th centuries. 

Asphalt shingles were first used to cover roofs in the early 20th century. 
Although a low-cost roofing alternative, they have a life span of only 
about 20 years. 

Built-up roofs consist of alternating layers of felt and tar, with a gravel 
surface, and are found on flat-roofed buildings. Newly developed single-
ply waterproof membranes are mostly used on such buildings today. 













Preservation of the diamond patterned and multi-colored slate roof is very important to the historic character of the 
Smith House barn on the National Road in Muskingum County.

 
  Preservation Briefs for Roofs:  
  Nos. 4, 19, 29, 30
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Maintenance and repair
Replace shingles or tiles that are missing or broken so that water does 
not penetrate the roof surface. Individual shingles are relatively easy to 
replace, but make sure that they match the appearance of the existing as 
closely as possible. 

Repair minor damage to metal roofs by sanding off rust and patching 
small holes with a compatible metal. If the roof is extremely pitted or the 
holes are large, then the material may need to be replaced. Tin-plated or 
galvanized iron roofs should be kept well painted with an oil-based iron 
oxide paint, while copper should be left to weather. 

Avoid covering any historic roof material with tar or asphalt coatings 
because this treatment can lead to deterioration of the material below. 

Keep roof flashing at ridges, valleys and chimneys in good condition, 
making repairs or replacing flashing to keep water from penetrating 
the roof. Paint metal flashing (tinner’s red or gray were common); allow 
copper to weather.

Design recommendations 
For replacement of an original or historic roof (when repair won’t 
suffice), the most authentic renovation will duplicate the appearance of 
the roof by using the same material. 

If the historic material is cost-prohibitive, use a substitute that matches 
the visual qualities of the original. “Standing seam” metal is commonly 
available and widely used today. Some roofing manufacturers produce 
fiberglass or asphalt shingles that are designed to look like slate or wood 
shingles. Another option is synthetic slate. 

Use appropriate roof colors. Wood shingles were left to weather. Metal 
roofs were usually painted green, red or silver. Slate is typically gray, 
with some examples containing elements of blue or green. Clay tile is 
most often found in red or green, but could also appear in blue in the 
mid-20th century. Asphalt shingles should match the overall colors that 
might have originally been found in the area’s roofs, typically earth tone 
shades of gray or dark brown are best.

Avoid making dramatic changes to the roof’s appearance by changing the 
pitch or adding features, such as a tower or cupola, where none existed 
before. 

Add dormers or skylights at the rear of the building where they aren’t as 
visible. 

Use skylights that are low and rectangular, rather than bubble 
or tented, unless they are on a high flat roof, where they can’t be seen. 





















These before and after views show the installation of  a new 
standing seam roof at the rear wing of this building in the 

pike town of Gratiot in Licking County. 
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GUTTERS AND DOwNSPOUTS 

Along with the roof, a properly functioning gutter and downspout system is 
extremely important to the long-term preservation of a building. The role of 
gutters is to collect water as it drains from the roof and channel it to downspouts, 
which then send the runoff to the ground away from the foundation or to an 
underground drainage system. The failure of this system can cause a whole host 
of problems on both the inside and the outside of the building. When the gutter 
clogs or leaks, water is allowed to seep into the cornice and roof rafter ends. From 
there, it moves across ceilings or down walls, often showing up as mildew or 
stained and crumbling plaster inside the building. Poor drainage at the ground 
can lead to moisture at the foundation or wet basements. 

historic Gutter types 

The earliest buildings on the National Road probably did not have gutters, but 
relied on overhanging eaves to shed water away from the building. Later, box 
or stop gutters, made of wood and lined with sheet metal, were built into the 
design of the roof edge or cornice. Hanging or suspended gutters were copper or 
galvanized steel originally, later aluminum, hung from the fascia board by straps 
or spikes. Hanging gutters are most commonly used on buildings today. 

Maintenance and repair 
Repair wood box or stop gutters, replacing deteriorated elements with 
new wood. If needed, reline the gutter with either sheet metal (painted 
on both sides as a protection) or a flexible rubber membrane. All joints 
should be carefully sealed. Avoid using an asphalt-based coating inside 
the gutter, as this tends to hold moisture and can lead to deterioration of 
the material underneath. 

Repair or replace hanging gutters as needed, making sure that the 
appropriate gutter type (half-round or ogee) is used for the building’s 
eaves. Existing gutters can be reused but may need to be patched or 
realigned to create the proper slope to the downspout. 

Keep metal gutters and downspouts painted (blending the color with 
nearby wall surfaces) unless the metal is copper, which should be 
allowed to weather naturally. 

Design recommendations
Use the same type of gutter that was originally used on the building if 
possible. If replacing box or stop gutters with hanging gutters, make 
sure that this work does not result in the loss of decorative trim. 

Locate downspouts on the rear and sides of the building if possible, 
rather than on the main façade. Terminate the downspout in an elbow 
and splashblock that sends water away from the foundation. Or, tie 
the downspout into an underground drain system if one exists in the 
neighborhood. 











A leaking box gutter at this porch has caused the wood trim 
to rot. This gutter will need to be re-lined and the wood 
repaired and repainted.

Proper drainage: A splashblock collects water from the 
downspout and diverts it away from the foundation.

 
  Preservation Brief for Gutters  
  and Downspouts: No. 39
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 MASONRy wALLS
types of Masonry Materials

Brick is a common building material in the corridor, used from the early 
19th century to the present. Prior to 1870 brick clays were hand-pressed 
and often unevenly fired. After that time, brick became more durable  
and uniform in size. Because of their durability, brick buildings from 
the early period were more likely than frame structures to survive to the 
present day. 

Limestone and sandstone are used in buildings in a variety of ways, most 
often as a foundation material or as lintels and sills at the doors and 
windows of a masonry building. Stone was often used to construct steps 
to doors or porches as well. Sandstone was more easily quarried in the 
hilly eastern part of Ohio, with the result that it was used as a building 
material in that part of the state. Limestone was more prevalent in 
central and western Ohio. 

Structural tile blocks were used in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 
most commonly for foundations. Decorative terra cotta was used as a 
facing material during the 1920s and 1930s. 

Concrete block, usually “molded” to look like rock face stone, was used 
on some houses and commercial buildings before 1900; it increasingly 
found favor during the auto-oriented period of the 1920s and 1930s. 

Stucco coatings were used during the early-mid 19th century, but found 
increased use after the introduction of Portland cement in the 1870s. 

Pre-cast concrete has been used since Portland cement was introduced, 
increasing its hardness. 

Maintenance and repair 

If masonry walls have moisture problems (efflorescence, mildew and 
mold are indicators), always eliminate the source of the excess water 
first before deciding on any other treatment. Usually, the wall will begin 
to dry out and the problem will clear up by itself. Waterproofing or 
sealants are rarely recommended. 

Repoint areas where mortar between masonry units is crumbling 
or missing altogether, to keep water from getting into the building. 
Nineteenth century mortars were soft, comprised of sand and lime.  
A replacement mortar that is too hard will not give sufficiently when 

















Brick with a limestone foundation. Sandstone block construction. Molded concrete block. Glazed architectural terra cotta.

A leaking downspout and improper cleaning has caused 
efflorescence on the brick and crumbling mortar joints on 

this 19th century building.
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masonry units expand or contract with changes in temperature, and the 
result will be brick that is cracked or losing its outer face (spalled brick). 

Use only the gentlest methods to clean historic masonry. Don’t use 
abrasive methods such as sand blasting as these can damage the material 
and cause further deterioration. Mild chemical cleaners promote removal 
of the dirt, followed by low-pressure water wash of 300 pounds per 
square inch (PSI) or less. 

Repair deteriorated stucco or concrete by removing loose material and 
patching with new stucco that matches the existing closely in color and 
texture. It is best to use a professional for this work. 

Design recommendations
Avoid painting brick, stone, tile, stucco or molded concrete block, as 
these unpainted elements have a natural or man-made finish that is 
important to preserve. 

Resist the temptation to clean historic masonry, except in rare cases 
where the dirt itself is causing deterioration of the masonry. Keep in 
mind that older unpainted brick and stone acquires a “patina” over many 
years that becomes part of its character. Cleaning a masonry building is 
not usually necessary for its preservation, and it can cause harm if not 
done correctly. 

Removing paint from a masonry building can be done, but only after 
careful evaluation of the masonry and the method to be used. Brick 
was often painted in the past to hide alterations or imperfections, and 
removing the paint exposes these problems. Sometimes research may 
show that historic authenticity will be enhanced by paint removal,  
as in the case history of the Pennsylvania House (see page 50).

Match the color and texture of the new mortar to the existing. Mortar 
gets its color from the sand that is used, so choose sand that is 
comparable in color and texture to the grain used in the original mortar.

Match the width and profile of existing mortar joints. Don’t allow 
mortar to “feather edge” onto the face of the adjacent bricks. Use the 
same tooling pattern as the original joints. 

When replacing damaged brick or stone, use brick or stone that matches 
the existing in color, texture and size. Don’t create the mismatched 
appearance that often caused buildings to be painted in the past. 

















 
  Preservation Briefs for 
  Masonry: Nos. 1, 2, 6, 7, 15,  
  22, 38, 42
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FOUNDATIONS

The stability and safety of a building is dependent on a sound foundation. The 
foundation provides support for the structure, evenly distributes the weight of 
the various building elements, transmits the building load to the ground, and 
raises the building structure above the ground so that it does not come into 
contact with damp soil and insects. The above-ground height of foundations 
varies from building to building, ranging from a few inches to several feet above 
grade. Foundation materials often contribute to the architectural character of a 
historic building. 

types of Foundation Materials 
Piers or beams 
Stone

Maintenance and repair 
Make sure that the building’s drainage system is working to shed water 
away from the foundation. An underground drainage system exists in 
many locations, including built-up commercial and residential areas.  
In other settings, the downspout must drain into a splash block or use 
an elbow to send water away from the foundation. 

Slope ground at the foundation away from the building so that water 
will drain properly. Keep foundation plantings several inches from the 
building so that air can circulate and moisture is not trapped at the 
foundation walls. 

Repoint any deteriorated mortar joints in the foundation wall to close 
gaps where water can penetrate. 

Maintain ventilation at the foundation walls. Keep ventilation openings 
at basements or crawl spaces unobstructed. Avoid blocking in basement 
windows for the same reason. 

Avoid covering foundations with a sealant or waterproof plaster coating 
(known as parging), as these can trap moisture in the basement wall, 
leading to deterioration. 

Avoid cutting new openings into foundation walls without consulting 
a structural engineer to ensure that proper support is maintained when 
the openings are made. 

If an inspection reveals a structural problem with the foundation, seek 
professional help from an engineer or foundation contractor before 
making repairs. 

Design recommendations 
Maintain the natural masonry appearance of foundations. Covering 
a masonry foundation with paint or parging changes the physical 
character of this feature, and can lead to maintenance problems as well. 

Maintain windows located at foundation openings. For security, 
consider installing a simple iron grate. Avoid using glass block in 
basement openings, as this would not have been used originally and can 
diminish the character of the building. 






















A well-maintained limestone foundation. Window openings  
continue to be used to provide light and ventilation to the 

basement.

Brick or tile block
Concrete block




Poured or slab concrete  

This concrete block porch foundation uses  
concrete blocks with a beveled edge.
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wOOD SIDING AND TRIM

Wood is commonly used as a building and ornamental material throughout the 
different periods of the National Road/U.S. 40. It most commonly appears as 
siding, or the exterior application of wood boards to the structural frame of the 
building. As a wall covering, it can also be found in the form of shingles that are 
either rectangular or shaped in decorative patterns on some later 19th and early 20th 

century buildings. Because it can be easily shaped, wood is used for a broad range 
of architectural features that are important to a building’s character, including 
columns, balustrades, cornices and brackets, and window and door trim. 

Keeping wood siding and trim in good repair is critical to prolonging the life of 
historic buildings. Again, too much moisture can cause harm to wood, causing 
problems that include rot, warping and insect infestation. Peeling, blistering or 
cracking paint can indicate a moisture problem, but it doesn’t necessarily mean 
that the wood beneath the paint is unsound. Wood siding and trim will last 
indefinitely if well maintained, needing only minor repairs and repainting.

siding types  
Clapboard, beveled or lap siding 
Shiplap siding 

Maintenance and repair 
Make sure that the building has proper drainage so that water does 
not accumulate, stand on, or splash on wood features. Always address 
the source of a moisture problem and allow the wood to dry out before 
repairing or repainting the wood. 

Keep all wood surfaces primed and painted, as paint provides an 
important protective layer from the elements. Paint adheres best to 
wood that has been carefully scraped and sanded to the next sound layer 
of paint. Most buildings need to be repainted every 5-8 years; consider 
painting different sides of the building on a rotating basis to save yearly 
costs. 








Artificial Siding
One of the most common changes to historic buildings in the National Road corridor is the use of artificial siding to cover 
original features—putting any problems with the wood “out of sight, out of mind.”  Vinyl siding is most commonly used today, 
but aluminum siding and asphalt, or composite shingles, were often used in the recent past. 

In addition to trapping moisture, the primary disadvantage of these materials is the plain and inexpensive appearance they 
give to buildings that originally had a look of quality. Siding is often used to cover up distinctive features, such as brackets and 
cornices, hiding the character of the building beneath a bland covering. Even worse are cases where decorative features are 
removed to accommodate the siding. 

Don’t cover historic buildings with artificial siding. Repair and selective replacement of wood will last longer and improve 
the value of your property. If your building is already covered with artificial siding, consider removing it to restore its original 
appearance (see Gratiot case history on the next page).

Board and batten siding
Wood shingle siding 




BeveledClapboard

Wood shingle

ShiplapVertical board & batten

tYPes oF  
siDinG
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Make repairs to wood siding where cracks or warps exist. If an area of 
wood siding is severely decayed and cannot be repaired, then it is best to 
replace only those boards that are damaged. New wood boards or trim 
pieces should be of the exact dimensions and appearance as the original 
boards. 

Make repairs to areas of wood trim where minor deterioration has 
occurred. Methods include patching, piecing in, reinforcing or 
consolidating the wood using recognized preservation methods. 

Design recommendations 
Preserve original wood siding to the extent possible, replacing in-kind 
where it is deteriorated beyond repair. 

Avoid removing original wood trim features from the building. If a trim 
piece (such as a bracket or molding) is extremely deteriorated, it can be 
replaced to match with a new piece that has the same visual appearance. 
A woodworking shop can duplicate decorative wood elements to match 
the existing. 









REMOVING ARTIFICIAL SIDING 
GRATIOT, OHIO 

The before and after photos tell the 
story of this building in the National 
Road pike town of Gratiot. Neglected 
and covered for many years with 
asphalt siding known as “insulbrick,” 
this building has been brought back to 
life by its new owners. Removal of the 
false siding revealed the structure’s 
original wood clapboard siding 
underneath, still in reasonably good 
condition. Only a few boards needed 
to be replaced, and other wood trim 
could be repaired as is. The entire 
building was scraped and painted 
with evident results. The project also 
included less obvious, but extremely 
important structural stabilization of 
roof and foundation. The owners are 
continuing interior renovation with 
the goal of converting the property 
to a commercial use. 

 614-647-1474
from the design file

Before

After

 
  Preservation Briefs for 
  Wood Siding and Trim: 
  Nos. 8, 10
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wINDOwS

The material, style and placement of windows are important elements of a 
building’s architectural character. Windows also comprise a critical part of the 
building envelope since they can be a point of entry for the weather. Windows 
are often one of the first things an owner decides to replace when rehabilitating 
an older building. However, maintenance and repair of these historic features 
are important for the long-term preservation of a building and its historic 
authenticity.

types and Materials 
Wood is the most commonly used historic window material. Historic 
wood windows are made of a higher quality wood (dense or heart wood, 
usually pine) than most windows made today, and they can be very long 
lasting if properly maintained. 

The most common historic window type along the National Road 
corridor is the double-hung window, where the upper and lower sashes 
slide vertically (see illustration). Some 19th century buildings with 
extremely tall window openings used triple-hung windows, with three 
sashes placed vertically. A window where only one sash slides is called a 
single-hung window. 

Casement or hopper-style windows have sashes that pivot instead of 
slide. Popular in the early 20th century, these windows can be made of 
wood or metal. The hopper window (horizontal pivot) was frequently 
used in industrial buildings and auto-oriented commercial buildings, 
while casements (vertical pivot) are more likely found on churches and 
some residential styles, such as English Tudor Revival.

Window types also include fixed, non-operable windows that may 
include display windows in a storefront, transom or sidelight windows 
in an entryway, stained glass windows in a church, or windows in a 
special feature such as a tower or projecting bay. Windows may  
have different shapes including pointed arch, rounded top, or  
segmented arch. 

The window’s style is created by shape and by muntin pattern  
(muntins are used to separate individual panes of glass). 











Parts of a double-hung window.

Rows of double-hung windows in downtown 
Zanesville, Muskingum County. The arched shape is 

important to this building’s character.
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Maintenance and repair 
Guard against water penetrating the window opening. If needed,  
re-caulk the edges of the window frame to create a tight seal. Slope the 
exterior window sill away from the building so that water drains away. 
Re-glaze windows if needed, adding new putty to windowpanes that 
have become loose. Keep wood and metal windows painted. 

If wood shows minor signs of decay, stabilize the window by patching, 
piecing in, reinforcing and consolidating the existing wood. 

Consider replacing only those parts of the window that are damaged 
or severely deteriorated. For historic wood windows, a woodworking 
shop can mill new pieces to match the dimensions and appearance of the 
original. If glass panes are cracked or missing, new glass can be installed.

Design recommendations 
Preserve historic windows, their hardware and framing to the greatest 
extent possible.

For energy conservation, consider installing storm windows. The storm 
should fit the opening exactly and offer a full view of the window 
behind. Early storms were made of wood, and these can still be ordered 
or custom made today. Aluminum storms with pre-finished colors are 
common. Avoid “brushed” aluminum. 

If original windows are missing, conduct research (old photographs are 
helpful) to determine the type or style that was used historically. If you 
do not know the original style, it is best to choose a replacement that 
complements the age and style of the building.

If a deteriorated historic window is being replaced, the new window 
should replicate the appearance of the old as closely as possible, 
including number of panes. If the original window has multiple panes 
(such as 6 lights over 6 lights), then the most authentic choice would be 
to use true divided lights (separate panes of glass) in the same pattern. 

Most new windows today are made with insulated glass (two layers 
separated by an air space). Some manufacturers use muntins with a 
wood profile that are applied to the outside the glass to create a divided 
light pattern. Avoid using flat muntins that are “sandwiched” between 
layers of glass – these look fake and actually detract from the building’s 
character. 

Make sure that replacement windows are sized to fit the opening. In 
particular, avoid ordering windows that are too small for the opening, 
and then make them “fit” by filling in the gaps with other materials. 

Limit the addition of picture windows, projecting bay windows, or 
greenhouse windows to the rear of the building or a location not easily 
seen from the road. Especially avoid making this type of addition on the 
main façade. 





















Use compatible storm windows to  protect historic 
 wood windows and save energy.

Do not make the window smaller. The pointed arch of this 
Gothic style window has been filled in on the exterior.

 
  Preservation Briefs for 
  Windows: Nos. 9, 13, 33
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DOORS

Like windows, the material, style and location of entry doors are also part of a 
building’s architectural style. Keeping these features intact is important to the 
preservation of the building’s character. 

types and Materials
Doors from the early-mid 19th century were solid wood doors (painted) 
usually with six, and later four, panels. 

During the second half of the 19th century, the earlier paneled wood 
doors continued to be used, but variety was introduced into some 
Victorian building styles as entry doors could be embellished with 
carved ornamentation, could have glass in the upper half, or could be set 
as a pair. Some front doors from this period were varnished instead of 
painted. 

Doors from the early 1900s returned to a simple design, including the 
solid two-, four- or six-paneled door. Glass continued to be used in the 
upper half of the door, and sometimes nearly the full height was glass. 

Commercial buildings from the late 19th and early 20th centuries typically 
had doors with a full light of glass, to permit viewing into the storefront. 

Maintenance and repair
Repair minor problems of wood doors using recognized preservation 
techniques. Methods include patching, piecing in, reinforcing or 
consolidating deteriorated elements. 

When repairing an older wood door and frame, replace deteriorated 
individual pieces with new wood to match the appearance of the 
original. For example, a good carpenter can re-work a damaged door, 
replacing individual panels to match the existing. A deteriorated sill or 
frame can be replaced with new that matches the existing. 

Keep wood doors painted to provide protection for the wood. Sand 
the wood to create a smooth finish, prime and paint the door. Some 
residential doors from the late 19th and early 20th centuries were 
varnished, but this is not as common as a painted door. If the door was 
originally a varnished door, keep it in good condition.















Early 1800s entryway, Columbus (Franklin County).

The delicate treatment of an entrance to a 19th century 
school in Etna, Licking County, has been preserved.

The grandeur of an entrance to a major religious building 
is seen in this Zanesville church entry.
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Design recommendations 
Preserve historic doors, their hardware and framing to the greatest 
extent possible.

For energy conservation, consider installing a storm door. The storm 
should fit the opening exactly and offer a full view of the door behind. 

If an original door is missing, old photos may prove helpful in 
determining its appearance. If no evidence exists, then the best choice is 
a door that was typical for the building’s period of construction. Avoid 
using doors with carving, small windows or stained glass as these would 
typically not be found on most buildings along the National Road. 

Retain original entry features such as sidelights and transoms, but don’t 
add them to doorways that never had them. Avoid the temptation to 
dress up a simple entrance with faux Colonial features or doors that have 
an abundance of stained or leaded glass.

Keep original door and window locations, particularly on the main 
façade. If interior remodeling or handicapped access means that an entry 
won’t be used, leave the door and its features intact on the outside. 











Side and rear doors at Gratiot Odd Fellows Hall,  
Licking County.
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PORCHES 

Porches are often an integral part of a building’s historic design, so they are 
important to protect and preserve. They are subject to weathering and, if poorly 
maintained, can be among the first features of a building to show deterioration. 
There is great variety in porches in the National Road corridor, and they all serve 
important visual, functional and social purposes. 

types and Materials 
The earliest buildings on the National Road did not typically have front porches, 
although recessed porches can sometimes be found on the side or at a back wing. 
By the 1850s and 1860s, however, the projecting porch found favor in the Greek 
Revival, Gothic Revival and Early Italianate styles. By the Victorian era of the 
late 19th century, porches were common. Some buildings used porch hoods that 
project out over the door, but do not have other columns or supporting posts. 
Queen Anne buildings often had decorative porches at front, side, and rear doors, 
and sometimes at a balcony on the second floor. Porches are integral to many of 
the Gabled Ell, American Foursquare, and Bungalow houses of the 1890s through 
the 1920s. By the 1930s the Revival style houses had more subdued porch hoods 
at front doors, while the porch itself was moved to the side or rear and sometimes 
enclosed as a sleeping porch. Ranch style homes of the 1950s and 1960s usually 
did not include a front porch, but again could have a screened-in porch on the side 
or rear. Often, porches were added to buildings during the late 1800s and early 
1900s.The most common material used for porches is wood, but there are many 
examples of brick, stone or concrete throughout the corridor. 

Maintenance and repair 
Keep the porch roof in sound condition and make sure that water is 
draining properly to the ground and away from the porch foundation. 
Most porches will have gutters like the main building, including box 
gutters and suspended gutters. Some porches have no gutters, with wide 
eaves that shed water away. 

Repair wood elements by piecing in, patching, reinforcing and 
consolidating, using accepted preservation treatments. Make repairs 
to posts, columns and railings rather than removing these important 
features. 

Keep wood painted. Hand-scrape porch elements down to the next 
sound layer of paint before repainting. 

Ventilate the base of wood porches, using wood lattice that allows air to 
circulate under the porch but keeps animals out. 

Repair wood flooring by replacing individual boards; keep wood flooring 
painted.

Repoint any areas of masonry porches, including foundation, where 
deteriorated mortar is evident. 













19th century porch hood in Old Washington,  
Guernsey County.

Porch features, such as this column and railing, are 
particularly susceptible to water damage.
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An early 20th century concrete porch added to an earlier 
building in Brownsville, Licking County.

Design recommendations
Preserve and maintain historic porches, even if the building has changed 
use or the porch door is no longer the main entrance. Remember that a 
porch added at a later time can also be significant to the history of the 
building.

Make needed repairs and replace those features that are beyond repair 
with new elements that match the old in size, material and appearance. 
Stock pieces from a lumberyard (balusters and railings, for example) 
often are poorly proportioned for a historic porch and should be avoided. 

Avoid using wrought iron posts to replace original wood porch posts, as 
they wouldn’t have been used historically. Wrought iron is sometimes 
original to buildings from the 1950s and 1960s. 

Keep porches in their open form. Don’t enclose a front porch to create 
a new room addition; limit this type of enclosure to a rear porch that is 
less visible and important. 

If an original porch is missing, conduct research to determine how it 
appeared. Old photographs are most helpful, but you can also look 
for paint shadow lines on the building that may show the profile of 
the roofline or the columns. Historic photos of similar styles may also 
provide clues for rebuilding a missing porch. If the exact design of the 
original porch isn’t known, then it is wise to build a simple porch that 
fits with the overall size and style of the building. 

If the building never had a front porch, it is best not to add one. 













Unusual 2-story porch on an I House in  
South Vienna, Clark County.

A brick full-width porch from c. 1910 in 
Gratiot, Licking County.

A Greek Revival style portico on an early National Road 
building in Lafayette, Madison County. 
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STOREFRONTS 

The storefront comprises the street-level entrance to the building and the visitor’s 
first introduction to the store. Because of its high visibility, it is often subject to 
the most change. From the 1960s on, older commercial storefronts were often 
“updated” with new materials in an attempt by the business owner to compete 
with modern shopping centers. Sometimes, the historic storefront was removed 
altogether; in other cases it was simply covered up. Returning historic character 
to a commercial storefront is one of those improvements that will reap rewards, as 
more and more people are aware that older commercial districts are an attractive 
alternative to a modern shopping center. 

types and Materials 
The storefront has evolved over time, but its main purpose—to provide space for 
merchandising and advertising the commercial offerings—has remained constant. 
The storefront evolved from technological advances that allowed structural 
supports to be reduced in size and glass area to be increased in size. The result 
was a change from the residential appearance of early stores to the transparent 
storefront that we are accustomed to seeing today. 
 
A wide variety of historic storefront types and materials exists along the National 
Road corridor, ranging from 19th century traditional wood or cast iron storefronts, 
to the use of aluminum, stainless steel, glass block and other modern materials in 
storefronts of the 1930s through 1960s. 

Maintenance and repair 
First, identify whether parts of the historic storefront are intact.  
If necessary, peel away coverings that have been added over time  
to find out what’s hiding underneath. 

Determine what types of materials exist, including wood, cast iron  
or metal, masonry, tile and glass, and evaluate their condition. 

Make needed repairs to wood, metal, masonry, tile or glass elements  
of the storefront following accepted preservation practices. 

If individual storefront features—such as a transom window, a bulkhead 
panel or a decorative bracket—are too deteriorated to repair, the first 
choice is to replace them to match the originals in appearance. 









This small barbershop building in Columbus  
has only a door and display window.

Two examples of contemporary storefront design in Columbus.

A classic early 1900s storefront in West Jefferson, Madison 
County. Framed in stone, the storefront is nearly all glass 
with a central recessed entry.

This storefront exhibits traditional 19th century character, 
with a prism-glass transom and recessed entry door.

 
  Preservation Briefs for 
  Storefronts: Nos. 11, 12
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Design recommendations 
Preserve historic storefronts and their original features. Even if only 
parts of the original storefront remain, use these features to help 
guide the rehabilitation. Don’t allow a few deteriorated elements to be 
justification for replacing an entire storefront. 

Avoid adding features that would not have been used on storefronts 
historically, such as wood-shingled pent roofs, novelty sidings, or 
varnished wood storefronts. If these things have been added over the 
years, consider removing them to return the storefront to its earlier 
appearance. 

Keep traditional storefronts as transparent as possible. Avoid blocking in 
windows, and consider re-opening any windows that have been blocked 
in. If window glazing is being replaced, make sure that the new windows 
are clear glass rather than tinted. (Use awnings for energy conservation; 
see the next section.) 

If an original storefront is missing altogether and an incompatible 
modern front exists in its place, rehabilitation can follow one of these 
recommendations (placed in order of cost): 

1. Make cosmetic improvements: An incompatible storefront can 
often be improved with low-cost cosmetic solutions. Painting 
storefront materials to blend with the building, adding an awning 
to soften a harsh storefront, or re-opening windows that have been 
closed up are three low-cost modifications that can enhance overall 
appearance. 

2. build a new storefront design: If no historic photos or physical 
evidence exists, a new compatible storefront can be designed. In 
this case, compatibility means that the storefront uses a form that is 
appropriate for the age and style of the building but does not duplicate 
the exact appearance of a historic storefront. The best solutions are 
those that use a simple and straightforward storefront design that 
blends with the building in terms of form, style and material. 

3. reconstruct the missing storefront: This is possible when old 
photographs or physical evidence are used to carefully guide the 
reconstruction of the historic storefront design. New materials can 
be substituted for the old, but they should match the appearance of 
the historic material closely. See the example profiled to right. 









storefront reconstruction
Reconstruction of missing features was successfully 

achieved in this building in Old Washington  
(Guernsey County), where the inappropriate conversion of 

the front to a garage door was reversed.

The storefront was reconstructed based 
upon physical evidence.

Over half of the storefront bay had been 
converted to a garage door.
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AwNINGS AND CANOPIES 

Awnings and canopies may not be appropriate for every building, but they can 
serve important functions of shelter and climate control. Fabric awnings are 
periodically replaced as they wear out, but properly maintained canopies can be 
preserved and repaired for continued use. Traditional fabric awnings, in particular, 
are enjoying a resurgence in popularity, as they are a relatively low-cost way to 
make a visual improvement to an older building. 

types and Materials
Historically, fabric awnings were used at windows to control sunlight and thus 
contribute to the heating and cooling of the building interior. They were commonly 
used at storefronts of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, since the large plate 
glass windows could produce temperature extremes in the store. The awnings 
were usually mounted on metal frames and retractable; they were lowered to keep 
sunlight out to cool the store in summer and raised to allow sunlight to help warm 
the store in winter. The traditional canvas awning typically slopes downward at a 
sharp angle, with a loose valance and either triangular end pieces or open ends. 

Canopies project from the wall of a building, and are usually located at an 
entrance. While fabric awnings are removable or retractable, canopies are fixed 
in place. Made of wood or metal, they became especially popular for use on public 
buildings, theaters, apartment buildings or department stores built after about 
1900. Canopies also frequently were used in commercial buildings of the 1930s, 
1940s and 1950s, especially those designed in a streamlined or Moderne style. 
They play an important role in design by adding strong visual emphasis to the 
building’s entrance. On commercial buildings, they can provide a built-in location 
for signage, such as might be found on a theater marquee.

Maintenance and repair
Repair and reuse retractable awning hardware, if possible. While most 
new awnings today are fixed on frames, the ability to retract and lower 
awnings can still be advantageous. 

Maintain fabric awnings on a regular basis. If the awning is removed for 
storage each winter, make any necessary repairs to the canvas or frame 
at that time. Wash and waterproof the fabric once every 3-4 years; and 
replace as the fabric breaks down over time. 

Make needed repairs to historic canopies, keeping wood painted and 
ensuring that metal is sound. Make sure that supporting mechanisms are 
adequately attached to the building. 

Design recommendations 
Preserve historic canopies that are part of the architectural character of a 
building’s façade. 









 
  Preservation Brief for 
  Awnings: No. 44

This early 1900s view of Zanesville demonstrates how 
awnings were used historically on downtown buildings.

The Drexel Theater marquee in Bexley, Franklin County,  
is an example of a canopy with an Art Deco influence.
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Use historic photographs or physical evidence to determine the 
appearance of a missing canopy feature. Match the replacement to the 
original appearance as closely as possible. 

If a new canopy is being added where one did not exist previously,  
use historic photographs or choose a simple design in wood or metal  
that reflects the architectural character of the building and the entrance 
to be covered. Avoid using a shingled pent roof for a canopy, as this is a 
late 20th century treatment that was not used historically. 

Awnings can be a great addition, but use care in deciding whether or 
not to add a fabric awning to a building. Evaluate how it will appear in 
relation to the building itself and the streetscape as a whole, keeping  
the following recommendations in mind: 

Materials: Most appropriate for older buildings is the canvas 
fabric awning, weatherproofed prior to installation. Avoid using 
vinyl-coated fabric, aluminum or plastic for awnings as these 
materials would not have been used historically. 

Shape: Use the traditional triangular awning shape, with either 
closed or open sides, for locations fronting the street. An awning 
with a loose valance has a more traditional appearance than one 
that either has no valance or is fitted to rigid piping. Avoid using 
bubble or rounded awnings on main façades, as these were not 
typical and tend to hide important architectural features. 

Color and pattern: Traditionally, awnings were either solid color 
or striped. In choosing a pattern, be guided by the building itself. 
A striped or bold awning may enhance a plain building, while a 
more decorative building may require a solid color awning in a 
subtle shade. 

Color: Choose colors that are historically appropriate for the age 
and style of the building. If choosing a striped awning, a simple 
pattern with no more than two colors (or two colors with an 
accent color) would be a good choice. 

Placement and size: Storefronts and display windows are the 
most logical places to add an awning. In a traditional storefront, 
awnings may be placed above or below transom windows  
 (if they exist). Fit window awnings within the window opening 
so that architectural details are not covered up. Scale the size 
of the awning to the building, being careful not to overwhelm a 
small building with an awning that is too large. 

Number: Let the design of the building determine the number 
of awnings to be used. A single storefront (without structural 
divisions) will usually require a single awning. A building with 
separate windows and doors may need separate awnings that 
correspond to those divisions. 

Signage: Awnings can be used for building signage. Keep the 
signage simple and use primarily for identification, such as an 
address or building name. 





















Awning used for signage.

A traditional fabric awning at a storefront.

This wood framed canopy helps define this storefront in 
Hebron, Licking County.

Contemporary awnings used at window and door provide 
definition for this simple brick building.
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ADDITIONS 

A successful addition to a historic building is dependent on several factors, 
including design, materials, size and placement. The key is to build an addition 
that complements the older building in terms of design and materials but is subsidiary 
to it in terms of size and placement. 

Design
Keep the design of the addition consistent with the form and architectural style 
of the original structure. The addition can either be contemporary in design or 
take its design cues from the historic building. Compatibility of design can be 
achieved through roof pitch, materials, massing, or patterns of windows and door 
openings. 

Materials
Use materials for the addition that are compatible with the original structure. 
Frame construction may be most appropriate for an addition to a masonry 
building as finding matching masonry materials is often difficult, unless using a 
connector between the two.

 
size
Allow the original structure to remain as the primary feature on the property and 
the addition to be subsidiary to it by keeping the addition’s height and roofline 
lower than the original structure. If an addition is large, it will be important to 
provide a visual break between the old and the new. This can be accomplished 
by using a transition piece or by stepping the addition back from the wall of the 
building. 

Placement
Locate building additions at the rear or on a side of the structure with low visibility 
from the road. Place the addition so that it does not cover up or destroy important 
architectural features of the building. 

Successful addition to the rear of a building in Dublin, 
Ohio. The addition uses a compatible design and is smaller 
than the main house. It provides a handicapped entry and 
houses a new stair, mechanical room and restroom.

 
  Preservation Brief for 
  Additions: No. 14

An addition to the rear of Johnson’s Lamp Shop in South Vienna (Clark County) is set well back of the main structure and is 
compatible in size and materials.
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ACCESSIBILITy 

When historic buildings are adapted to provide access for people with disabilities, 
the goal is to provide the highest level of access with the lowest level of impact. 
Public buildings (such as schools or government offices) and privately-owned 
facilities that are open to the general public are subject to the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA), passed by Congress in 1990. It is important to work with 
local disability groups and architects with ADA experience to find the most 
appropriate solution to access problems presented by a historic building. Below 
are some tried-and-true recommendations for providing barrier-free access while 
preserving historic character. 

Place lifts or ramps at side or rear entrances wherever possible. 

Avoid damaging or covering up significant architectural features  
with a new adaptation.

Keep the design of accessibility features as simple and unobtrusive as 
possible. 

Use materials that are similar to or that complement the building.  
Avoid using stained or unfinished or rough-sawn wood.









Wheelchair access to the Cambridge Post Office is provided by a masonry ramp with simple iron railing. The ramp extends 
down the side of the building, making use of a side entrance.

 
  Preservation Brief for 
  Accessibility: No. 32
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ADAPTIVE USE 

Adaptive use is an important solution for historic buildings that no longer serve 
their original purpose. By adapting a historic building for a new use, we are 
preserving it for the future while enabling it to contribute to the local economy 
today. The most common adaptation of older buildings is conversion from some 
other use to a commercial function, as when houses become shops or businesses. 
The opposite can be true as well, as demonstrated by the conversion of several 
old Route 40 motels along the road to residential apartment use. Sometimes, 
larger public or commercial buildings such as churches, schools, and warehouses 
lend themselves to rehabilitation for a new commercial or residential use. When 
the original use is no longer an option for a historic property, adaptive reuse is 
strongly encouraged, provided that it is compatible with the area and its zoning. 

Respect the original character of the building by maintaining its defining 
features in the rehabilitation and reuse. 

If a residence is being converted to a business, avoid alterations 
that will make it appear more “commercial” such as creating a 
larger main entrance or display window. 

Allow a church or school to retain its significant entrance doors, 
windows and other architectural features. 

For motels, keep the original character of the motel intact, 
including its layout and signage. Maintain the appearance of 
separate rooms, even if every door will not be used. 

Use signage to communicate the new use. Keep signs in scale with the 
building, choosing a style and placement that is compatible with its 
original use and architectural character.











The residential character of this home is maintained in its adaptive use as a dental office. This 1947 fire station in Reynoldsburg has been sensitively converted to a commerical use.  
Contemporary but compatible windows now occupy each fire truck bay.
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HISTORIC SIGNS

Signage is integral to the history of the Historic National Road Scenic Byway and 
part of the rich visual experience of driving the road. Preserving (and reusing) 
historic signage is important to maintaining and expressing the character of the 
National Road during its different stages of development. While signs from the 
early 19th century are rare, signage from the automobile era of the early 20th century 
is very common. These signs lend great interest and recall for us the romance of 
traveling the road during the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s. 

Retain historic signage in its original location. The size or shape of an 
existing sign that might be prohibited under new zoning regulations 
should be “grandfathered” so that it is allowed to remain. 

Retain advertising signs painted on the façade or sides of historic 
buildings, including but not limited to the Mail Pouch Tobacco signs 
that are found on some barns and other buildings. 

Encourage historic signage to be reused when the occupant of a property 
changes. Signs from the 1940s and 1950s are particularly adaptable 
to change, as they often included individual panels (as in the Motel 
example pictured) that can be changed out and replaced with different 
letters. 

Where signs are in poor shape, companies specializing in sign work can 
be hired to refurbish them. Metal, wood and plastic can be repaired or 
replaced. Light bulbs and electrical systems may be replaced or reworked 
to enable the sign to continue to function in its intended way. 

Make sure that large signs are placed on stable bases. A refurbished sign 
can usually be placed on a new base without compromising the integrity 
of the sign. 











Plaza Motel, Belmont County. Whitacre’s Drugs, Springfield, Clark County.

Signs painted on buildings, such as these on the East End 
Cafe in Zanesville, are part of the road’s historic character 

and should be preserved.

 
  Preservation Brief for 
  Signs: No. 25
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HISTORIC ROADwAy FEATURES

The historic roadway features that characterize the National Road are critical 
resources for protection and preservation. Included in this group are the historic 
mile markers, concrete or brick-paved segments of original road, historic bridges 
and culverts. (Refer to Defining Historic Character for discussion of these features.)

historic Mile Markers
Protect the historic National Road mile markers as icons of the road, 
making every effort to maintain these features in their original locations 
or the locations where they were moved during road reconstruction or 
realignment. 

When an improvement project will impact a historical mile marker 
along the corridor, provisions should be included in the design and 
construction project specifications to remove and relocate these historic 
features to a spot as near the original location as possible. Care will be 
required to relocate the marker in a manner that does not compromise 
traffic safety. The lateral clearance to the marker should adhere to 
current highway design standards for the prevailing speed of traffic. 

Markers that are located within a few feet of the roadway may require a 
protective guard. The objective is to make this as simple and unobtrusive 
as possible, such as wood posts with a cable, or bollards with a 
chain. The marker should be the primary feature that you see, not the 
protective guard. 

Many markers are located on private property. Property owners along 
the National Road Scenic Byway should guard against their removal and 
relocation in museums or other non-original sites.

Preservation and restoration of mile markers should follow 
recommended conservation approaches for historic cementitious 
materials and historic sandstone. 

For interpretive solutions where markers are missing, please see 
Interpretive Opportunities, beginning on page 141. 

brick or concrete Paved road segments
Preserve brick-paved and concrete-paved road segments from the 
early 1900s in their existing locations. These features have tremendous 
importance to the historic engineering significance of the National Road. 















Example of National Road mile marker in the village of 
Norwich in Muskingum County.

Brick roadway in the village of Norwich in Muskingum County.Brick segment of the National Road that is located in St. Clairsville, 
Belmont County.
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Where original brick or concrete-paved road segments exist, identify 
the appropriate road jurisdiction. Since these features are found in areas 
bypassed by U.S. 40, they are not generally under the jurisdiction of the 
Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT). Instead, they typically fall 
within township, municipal or county road jurisdiction. 

Work with the appropriate jurisdiction to encourage retention and 
repair of the historic material.

Repair brick segments using bricks that have the same dimensions, 
texture, color and appearance of the original. If bricks are damaged, 
consider flipping them so that the original brick size, color and texture 
is maintained. Avoid replacing a large area with all new bricks; if an 
excellent brick match is not achieved, it may be better to spread the new 
bricks out through a larger area. (See the Blaine Bridge case history on 
page 78 for an example.)

Provide interpretation of early paved segments where possible and 
appropriate. For example, the mile-long segment of Peacock Road is a 
National Register-listed element that can benefit from interpretation. 

historic bridges and culverts
Identify and preserve the historic bridges and culverts that remain on 
the National Road in your area. Whether from the early 19th century 
National Road era or from the infrastructure improvement period of the 
1930s and 1940s, these elements of road engineering are important to the 
character of the byway. 

Work with ODOT, counties, townships and municipalities as 
appropriate to protect and preserve the significant sandstone bridges 
on the National Road, including the S-bridges. Where these bridges 
are still being used, encourage their continued structural maintenance, 
preservation and enhancement so that they can continue their original 
purpose of spanning a creek or stream.

Look to models of bridge restoration, including the Blaine Bridge in 
Belmont County, for preservation approaches that restore integrity to 
bridges. (See case history on page 78.)

   















Zanesville’s Y bridge today.

Zanesville’s Y bridge c. 1890.

Peter’s Creek S-Bridge, Guernsey County. Culvert in Gratiot, Muskingum County.

Avoid using visually incompatible materials to 
patch an original concrete or brick segment. 

This area of original concrete paving has been 
inappropriately patched with asphalt.
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BLAINE BRIDGE RESTORATION
BLAINE, OHIO 

Blaine Bridge, the oldest remaining documented stone bridge in Ohio, was restored through a grassroots 
community preservation effort and technical work by the Belmont County Engineer. Designated Ohio’s 
Bicentennial Bridge for 2003, the three-arch sandstone bridge over Wheeling Creek was built in 1828.  
The extensive restoration work included replacement of a collapsed arch, repair and stabilization of the 
remaining arches, restoration of the sandstone facing, and repair of the surface decking. The brick pavers 
across the top of the bridge were salvaged when possible, and were incorporated with new bricks in the 
resurfacing of the structure. 

Saving the bridge began with a grassroots community effort 
lead by the Blaine Bridge Community Preservation Project, 
established in 2001. The project gained financial assistance from 
interested citizens, the Belmont County Tourism Council, the 
National Scenic Byway Program, the Pease Township Trustees, 
Governor’s Office of Appalachia, and 
ODOT, which provided Transportation 
Enhancement funding through the 
Federal Highway Administration.  
Work was completed and the bridge 
was rededicated in 2005. 
 
 www.blainebridge.org
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